Silencing c-MYC expression by targeting quadruplex in P1 promoter using locked nucleic acid trap.
The nuclease hypersensitive element of P1 promoter in c-MYC gene harbors a potential of unusual structure called quadruplex, which is involved in molecular recognition and function. This Hoogsteen bonded structure is in dynamic equilibrium with the usual Watson-Crick duplex structure, and these competing secondary structures undergo interconversion for execution of their respective biological roles. Herein, we investigate the sensitivity of the c-MYC quadruplex-duplex equilibrium by employing a locked nucleic acid (LNA) modified complementary strand as a pharmacological agent. Our biophysical experiments indicate that the c-MYC quadruplex under physiological conditions is stable and dominates the quadruplex-WC duplex equilibrium in both sodium and potassium buffers. This equilibrium is perturbed upon introducing the LNA modified complementary strand, which demonstrates efficient invasion of stable c-MYC quadruplex and duplex formation in contrast to the unmodified complementary strand. Our data indicate that LNA modifications confer increased thermodynamic stability to the duplex and thus favor the predominance of the duplex population over that of the quadruplex. Further, we demonstrate that this perturbation of equilibrium by a pharmacological agent results in altered gene expression. Our in vivo experiment performed using the LNA modified complementary strand suggests the influence of the quadruplex-duplex structural switch in the modulation of gene expression. We believe that this exploratory approach utilizing the selectivity and specificity of Watson-Crick base pairing of LNA bases would allow the modulation of quadruplex regulated gene expression.